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1. Percentage of Funds given to special category states under CSS.
2. Sustained increase in general level of prices of goods and services are called.
3. Headline CPI inflation for 2017-18 averaged around.
4. RBI has deferred the implementation of Indian accounting standard by.
5. Gross value added gives picture of state of economic activity from the point of view of.
6. Unemployment caused by mismatch between workers skills and skills demanded by the recruiters is called.
7. In India 65% of the population is below.
8. Economic Growth can be seen as % increase in.
9. As per UN report, India is on the brink of urban revolution, the urban population in nation is expected to be around _____ by 2031.
10. As per economic survey 2018, the top 1% of the firms account for what % of exports?
11. GDP Growth caused by increase in the amount of inputs available for use or quantitative increase in land, labor capital is called.
12. As per ILO (2018), the number of jobless people in India in 2019 would be?
13. Day NRLM comes under which ministry?

14. Which sector has been the most vibrant in India in terms of contribution to national income, FDI as well as unemployment?

15. Grand Innovation challenge has been launched by?

16. Which one of the following is not a sustainable development growth?

17. Which of the following statements are correct regarding “inflation targeting”?

18. As per SECC, the % of rural household who are landless and earn their income from manual labor is?

19. As per SECC, the % of rural households having a family member who has completed education upto higher secondary is.

20. Latest Economic Survey’s cover is pink, this has been done in order to?
21. What is the nodal ministry of implementation of MGNREGA?

22. HDI is composite index having 3 parameters – life expectancy, per capita income and?

23. In TRIPS, I stands for.

24. Which of the following can be considered as barriers to International Trade (subsidies, local content requirement etc)?

25. _____ refines poverty in relation to the economic status of other members of the society: people are poor if they fall below prevailing standards of living in a given societal context.

26. Which of the following sector offers the largest employment but has a reducing share in the economy?

27. As per 2018 report by ministry of shipping, India’s trading by volume done by maritime transport is.
28. Nominal GDP/ Real GDP * 100 is.

29. Agriculture market infra fund (AMIF) has been set up with an initial allocation of.

30. MGNREGA guarantees right to?

31. CCEA has approved the continuation of PMEGP beyond 12th Plan (2017-18 to 2019-20) for an outlay of?

32. Right to life and personal liberty is enshrined in?

33. To promote climate resilient agriculture practices, Government of Maharastra, GOI and west Bengal government has signed and agreement in April 2018 for?

34. Which of the following is the second stage of demographic theory of transition?

35. TRIFED comes under administration of which ministry?
36. Inverse relationship between inflation and unemployment is depicted by?

37. RBI adopted CPI (combined) as the indicator for inflation targeting on the recommendation of?

38. As per economic survey 2018, the percentage of working women has declined from 36% in 2005-06 to ___ in 2015-16?

39. _____ is defined as the experience of everyday life leading standardisation of cultural expressions around the world?

40. As per the economic survey 2018, formality as defined by social security is 31% while formality if defined using GST data is.
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